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Methods for automatic inspection of weld geometry 

Summary 

The earlier in the production chain discontinuities in the weld area are discovered the 

better and less expensive it is to modify the weld. If the weld is bigger than necessary the 

cost and the weight grow, and if the weld is undersized the strength is put at risk.  

This report contains a summary of a literature survey for finding means for optical 

measurements of weld geometry. Some of the articles are about existing devices that can 

measure welds. One is hand-held and is applied on the weld afterwards and compares the 

data with pre set parameters.  

Experiments were performed with two different systems to evaluate their capability to 

capture the weld geometry. The first system is an in – house built system with a laser line 

diode and a CMOS – camera, the other system is scanCONTROL, and is a device with 

integrated camera and laser line. Matlab was used to process and analyse data from both 

systems.  Experiments with the first system ended when it was quite obvious that it did not 

meet the expected result. The laser line projection was too short to cover enough of the 

weld area and it was hard to process the image to find defects in the weld area. The data 

from the scanCONTROL system was ready to use and it was quite easy to find different 

defects and discontinuities in the weld area. It is possible to find the geometry of the weld 

and it is possible to find defects like spatter, undercut and sharp edges, with laser line 

projection and camera. The equipment is important in order to extract data useful for 

analysis. 
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List of symbols 

CCD camera  Camera based on Charge Coupled Devices 

technology 

CMOS  Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

Flexcell controller Servo Robot Inc automatic weld measure 

equipment 

I-P2-P1 The weld sample used in all tests in this report 

Kt-value A measure of the tension concentration in the weld 

toe 

Leg length  Figure 1 The image shows a fillet weld and explains 

the leg and throat of the weld 

MATLAB (Matlab) The MathWorks software with Image processing 

toolbox  

MIG/MAG welding Metal Inert/Active Gas welding 

NDT Non – Destructive Testing 

PTC Production Technology Centre  

Throat Figure 1 The image shows a fillet weld and explains 

the leg and throat of the weld 

VCE or Volvo CE Volvo Construction Equipment 

Weld face The surface of the weld 

Weld toe The junction of the base material and the weld face 

WISC Servo Robot Inc. Hand held weld scanner  
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1 Introduction 

This project is a part of a Vinnova founded research project KOST/LOST, where 

University West is investigating weld quality issues. This part considers methods for 

automatic inspection of weld geometry. A feasibility study was performed to find 

information suitable for the project and the report presents a resume of the literature 

survey, a short presentation of the collaborated company, and the result of this work. 

This thesis work is performed at Production Technology Centre/University West in 

Trollhättan. 

1.1 Background 

Volvo Construction Equipment (Volvo CE) in Braås, located 30 km northeast from 

Växjö, Sweden, develops and manufactures articulated haulers. Their world market 

share is about 35 percent [1].  Articulated haulers are mainly used to carry rocks, earth 

and grovel around a building site, e.g. a road building, most of them are yellow. The 

payload range for the articulated haulers is 24 – 39 tons. The net weight for the 

articulated hauler is 21 – 31 tons.  

The weld type considered in this paper is a fillet weld, since this is the most used type 

at Volvo CE. The required parameters to take into consideration in visual inspection 

are the shape of the toe, leg-length, the throat angle, and amount of spatter. Figure 1 

shows the leg and the throat of the weld. The weld toe is the junction of the base 

material and the weld face. The weld face is the surface of the weld. The throat is the 

shortest distance between the root, the junction of the base material, and the weld 

face.  

 

Figure 1 The image shows a fillet weld and explains the leg and throat of the weld 
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A visit to Volvo CE was performed and some observations were made and they are 

recorded below, to give some more understanding to this work. A master student 

Arezou Ghavi Bazou at Chalmers University of Technology showed her thesis work 

that is to investigate how the welding position effects the welding result, examine 

future welding classes, and investigate a 3D-vision system for weld geometry. The 

vision system that was used is ATOS from GOM at Cascade in Göteborg. The weld 

piece is cowered in titanium oxide to prevent reflections from the surface. The 

scanned 3D image is analysed and compared to finite element calculations of the weld 

to investigate the fatigue of the weld.  

Traditionally the weld geometry has been routinely measured through silicon casting. 

The cross section of the cast is placed over light to reflect the profile of the cast so it 

can be measured. To evaluate the weld this way is time consuming and cost 

inefficient. Volvo CE has a need to secure that the weld fulfils specification, but also 

keep the added weld material at a minimum while maintaining the strength. In Volvo 

CE most fillet welds are made with robotic MAG-welding, and preferably at “best 

position”, i.e. from upright position. The best geometry of the weld is even transition 

between the base material and the weld. 

All weld parts used in this project are made by Peigang Li, a PhD student who has 

investigated welding parameters in order to find which parameter that causes which 

defects, like spatter or undercut. The analysis of the weld, in his project, has been 

made with destructive testing. 

A previous project at University West has investigated the ability to automatically 

extract weld geometry measures from data in a 3D image [2]. This project aims in 

continuing that work, but start from laser line projection instead of 3D – scanned 

images, since that takes too much time. In that project there was a Matlab interface 

made to investigate the weld toe, the throat and the leg, all in the x-axis direction.  

1.2 Literature survey  

Every weld increases the weight and the costs of welded products. If the weld is 

bigger than necessary the cost and the weight grow. The geometry of the weld is also 

important for the strength. The earlier in the production chain discontinuities are 

discovered the better and less expensive it is to modify [3, 4]. 

There are some regularly used non-destructive testing (NDT) methods of welds and 

the most common is visual inspection. It is relatively inexpensive, it does not require 

any special tools and it is easier to use than destructive methods [3, 5]. Just to look at 

the weld is not enough. To make sure that the weld is approved, it is compared to a 

welding standard. If manual inspection, it is usually made after several welds are 

finished and if the weld is not according to the requirements it usually goes through a 

revision to be improved [5].   
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One way to develop automated visual inspection is to use some sort of laser line 

projection on the weld surface and a camera based vision system. When the weld bead 

grows along the seam, the vision system can detect the geometry and compare it to 

several pre set parameters in a software [4, 5]. Servo Robot Inc has a system they call 

WISC, which is a portable inspection system for welds. The WISC has a sensor gun 

with a laser and uses embedded firmware and software to analyse the parameters of 

toe angle, throat length, weld face and undercut, see section 2.1 Weld discontinuities 

for definitions. Figure 2 shows the hand held sensor gun that moves along the weld to 

capture the geometry and the software compares it with reference values [4, 5]. 

 

Figure 2 The WISC system from Servo Robot. By courtesy of Jeffrey Noruk Servo Robot Inc. 

Similar technology as in the WISC is offered in automatic and robotic systems. One 

system is called Flexcell [5] also by Servo Robot Inc. The Flexcell monitors in real 

time and this system has two cameras placed behind the head of the welding tool. 

One camera is a high frequency scanner that detects porosity. The other camera 

captures the geometry of the weld [5].  

Seam-tracking devices with laser line or structured light projection and a camera have 

been used in several projects in order to get the welding tool to follow the seam to 

weld. It is interesting to study seam-tracking devices because of the ability to capture 

shapes in a harsh welding environment. Common for most seam trackers is that the 

camera and the laser line have a fixed position relative the work piece. The laser line is 

located at a known distance perpendicular over the weld seam and the camera is 

triangulated with a known distance and angle from the laser line [6, 7]. The output 

from the camera is analysed and the laser line capture from the image becomes a 

number of points that are used to visualise the shape of the weld in a software [8]. 

The information obtained from the analysis is then communicated to the weld tool so 

the weld path will be made at the right position. 
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A vision sensor is normally a CCD- or CMOS-camera. In some papers a laser circle 

with vision sensor has been used and that seams to improve the ability to filter noise 

from the image, such as weld spatter and light from the torch. One reported 

experiment was performed with gas tungsten arc welding [9]. Both the laser circle and 

the laser line are created with different kind of lenses, which refract the laser beam to 

alter the shape to a circle or a line [9, 10].  In order to form the circle the lens is driven 

by a motor and rotating in the centre. A positive and a retro lens are glued together 

and the laser is placed a-centric [9]. Oxford Sensor Technology is a vision system that 

combines laser, circular lens and sensing device into one single package [10].   

1.3 Purpose and goal 

The purpose is to find a way to use a laser line projection, a camera and a program to 

measure and analyse the weld geometry automatically. In the analysis of the geometry 

it is also of interest to see which defects that can be detected on the weld piece. The 

information can then be used for automatic correction of weld parameters outside 

this project. 

1.4 Limitations and method 

The weld geometries are limited to fillet weld and methods based on laser line 

projection in first case. The literature survey is an important part of this project and 

the purpose is to find suitable information to make suggestions for further work. The 

survey resulted in two approaches to find the geometry of the weld.  

The first system is an in-house built system with an existing camera and laser line 

projection device, and the purpose is to extract data from the images captured. The 

camera was considered as an ideal pinhole camera, because there was no time to learn 

how to calibrate it.  

The other system is ScanCONTROL from Micro-Epsilon, a device with integrated 

camera and laser line. This equipment has been borrowed from Sensotest for 

evaluation [11].  

Matlab has been used for analysis of the data from both systems. In the camera and 

laser diode experiment the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox was used. In a former 

project work the former student Torgrim Brochmann investigated a 3D scanned weld 

piece with an interface made in Matlab. The interface was designed to select one 

section of points from the 3D scanned image, at a time, for investigation of the angle 

of the weld. The 3D scanning was performed at SINTEF Materials Technology in 

Oslo [2]. The Matlab interface has been reviewed and modified to suite the purpose 

of the work presented in this paper.  
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1.5 Used software  

Table 1 contains some of the used Matlab functions and toolbox functions. Table 2 

contains the other software that has been used in this project.   

Table 1 Matlab toolboxes and functions used 

MATLAB R2007b  

Toolbox Functions 

Matlab Uigetfile (opens a dialog box to fill in path 

and name of the file) 

 Xlsread (reads from Excel file) 

 Xlswrite (writes to Excel file) 

 p=polyfit(x,y,n) (least square) 

Image Processing Toolbox Bwareopen (remove small objects) 

 Bwlabeln (connect components) 

 Imcrop (image coping tool) 

 Imdilate  (merge nearby pixels together) 

 Imfill (fill holes in a dark area surrounded 

by lighter pixels) 

 Imread (opens the selected image file) 

 Imshow (plots the selected image) 

 Edge (edge detection with Sobel filter) 

 

Table 2 other used software in the experiments 

BCAM 1394 driver Software for the Basler camera 

Convert XLS Program to convert .slk to .xls from the 

company Softinterface.com 

ICONNECT demo software Software used with ScanCONTROL  

Microsoft Excel Data storage, read from and write to 
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2 Welding standards 

The Volvo welding standard STD 181-0001 is the standard of most interest in this 

paper and further discussed in Section 2.2 (Volvo welding standard). The ISO 5817 

standard is in part presented for comparison, to show differences and similarities 

between the two standards. The summary from the two standards is not enough for a 

deeper understanding, and the summary only contains the defects that can occur in 

the welding process. Volvo is making a further development of their welding standard 

to include life cycle calculation. 

2.1 Weld discontinuities  

In MIG/MAG Metal Inert/Active Gas welding, some discontinuities commonly 

appear. The discontinuities are compared to the well-known welding standard ISO 

5817 ed 1 [3]. There are three weld quality levels B, C and D. B is the most stringent 

level and is applied on aerospace and pressure vessel applications and it is not 

discussed in this report. How the discontinuity can occur is mentioned but there can 

be several other reasons. For further knowledge find ISO 5817 ed 1 or follow the 

reference [3].  

Root defect is when the base material cracks around the weld. It is allowed in very 

small extent in level C and D. Root defect is a more common discontinuity with 

MIG/MAG welding than with other welding processes.  

Lack of fusion is when the base material is not fused with the weld, i.e. they do not 

melt together. This discontinuity is also common with MIG/MAG welding and other 

fusion welding types. Lack of fusion is not allowed at all in level C and in very small 

extent in level D 

Solidification crack is often surface breaking cracks in the weld. If the crack is 

bigger than micro cracks (height * length <1mm^2) it is not accepted at all in any of 

the quality levels [3]. This defect is material depending and most often occurs if the 

material contains impurity.  

Porosity is not a serious weld discontinuity unless there is a high level of pores. 

Spherical pores are allowed from 4% in level B to 16% in level D of the projected 

weld area. Only level D accepts elongated pores. The pores can be surface braking or 

non surface breaking.   Dirt or insufficient shield gas can cause pores. 

Spatter is a surface discontinuity and is accepted in all three quality levels and it is 

application depending. Figure 3 shows a small amount of spatter. 

Undercut is a surface discontinuity and is accepted in all three levels, the allowed 

depth is dependent on the thickness of the base material. The transition between the 

weld and the surface has to be smooth. The application determines if the undercut is 

accepted or not.  Figure 3 shows undercut in the weld. 
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Figure 3 Image showing undercut and spatter   

2.2 Volvo welding standard 

The Volvo welding standard STD 181-0001 is used when welding in steel sheets 

thicker than 3 mm.  This standard divides the fusion welds into four welding classes A 

to D. The Volvo welding standard has one more level than the ISO welding standard 

but they have similarities.  

Welding class A is the most stringent and not discussed in this report because Volvo 

CE uses the C and D class, and in some cases the B class. Table 2 of the Volvo 

welding standard specifies shape deviation and outer defects in fillet welds, which is 

most interesting in this report. The check length in the tables is set to 200 mm in 

longitude direction. If the weld length is shorter then 200 mm the requirement shall 

be related to the weld length.  Table 3 specifies the B to D classes from the table 2 in 

the STD 181-0001 standard, the outer defects and shape deviation. For further and 

more detailed information read STD 181-0001 [12], see Appendix A (Volvo welding 

standard STD 181-0001).  

Table 3 Classification of weld discontinuities in table 2, STD 181-0001 

Welding class   Type of defect 

D C B 

Crack Not permitted Not permitted Not permitted 

Root defect Locally permitted Not permitted Not permitted 

End crater, a crater 

at the end of the 

weld 

Permitted but no 

crack 

Permitted but no 

crack 

Not permitted 
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Arc strikes i.e. the 

arc ignite too close 

or fare from the 

base material 

Occasional but no 

crack 

Not permitted Not permitted 

Spatter Spatter is permitted 

if it is stuck 

Occasional 

globular spatter is 

permitted if it’s 

stuck 

Not permitted 

Surface pores 

 

Single pore 
extension t2,0≤ , 

max 3 mm. Total 

porosity area 
225mm≤  

t = thickness of the 

base material 

Single pore 
extension t1,0≤ , 

max 1,5 mm. Total 

porosity area 
210mm≤  

Single pore 
extension t1,0≤ , 

max 1,5 mm. Total 

porosity area 
25mm≤  

Undercut  

 

Locally tA 2,0≤  

but max 2 mm. 

A= depth of the 

undercut 

t = thickness of the 

base material 

Locally tA 1,0≤  

but max 1 mm. 

Locally tA 05,0≤  

but max 0,5 mm. 

Leg deviation 

 

aA 2,02 +≤  

a = throat height 

A = length of the 

deviation 

aA 2,02 +≤  aA 15,05,1 +≤  

Throat deviation Locally -0,2a 

a = throat height 

 

Locally -0,1a 

 

Throat must not be 

less than specified. 
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3 Experimentation 

Two different systems were used to capture the geometry of the weld. They have 

similarities; both of them have a laser line diode that projects a line onto the weld and 

a camera that is placed in a known angle from the laser line. The difference is the 

effort to extract one line of points that represent the geometry of the weld. The first 

system was an in-house setup of a laser diode and camera from former projects. 

Matlab Image Processing Toolbox includes different very useful filters used in 

subsequent image analysis. The second system is camera and laser integrated in the 

same cover called ScanCONTROL. All data from images and curves presented here is 

collected from the same weld piece, (I-P2-P1).  

3.1 Image caption with camera and laser line projection 

The camera is a Basler A601f-HDR 656(H) x 491(W) pixel and the pixel size 9,9 x 
9,9 mµ . The laser is a 650 nm laser diode with ability to change the contour of the 

projection from a dot to a thin ellipse.  

Inaccuracy like noise, and deviation from the original shape of the laser line, are 

important to find. The laser diode for the laser line projection, and the camera were 

rigged. Different distances from the laser diode to the weld surface were first tested, 

300 – 550 mm, however the distance 300 – 500 mm were rejected, because the laser 

projection did not cover enough of the weld and base material. The tests are then all 

performed with the laser line 550 mm above the weld.  

Table 4 shows the approximate distance from the weld to the laser and the camera 

according to Figure 4.  

Table 4 The approximate distance from the weld to the laser and the camera 

Distance from  To camera (B) To laser line diode 

(H) 

Angle α 

Weld 295 mm 550 mm 45 to 60 degrees 

Figure 4 shows the approximate location of the laser and the camera over the weld. 

The weld was pre-made and tilted around 45 degrees relative to the vertical plane, 

upright position, i.e. “best position”. The laser line diode is projecting perpendicular 

over the weld. H=550mm, α from 45 to 60 degrees. 
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Figure 4 Position of the camera and the laser diode over the weld. 

Figure 5 shows the original image of the laser line projection on the weld to the left. 

To the right is an image of the laser projection on a piece of base material to show the 

shape on a plane surface. The images show some disturbances because the laser line 

spreads the light on the base material and the weld surface. Another problem with the 

laser line is the distributed projection. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 The image captured by the camera of the laser line projection on the weld surface, the 
right image show the projection on a plane surface. 

The distance between the laser diode and the weld is important to make long enough 

to ensure that the projection covers the weld and some of the base material. It is 

necessary in order to find the cross-section of the base material when the image is 

analysed. The cross-section of the lines representing the base material is then used as 

the new origin of the projection from the weld; see Section 3.3 (Data processing). 

3.1.1 Image processing with Matlab  

Matlab Image Processing Toolbox is used and imread opens the image and crops it 

with imcrop to minimise data and then the image is grey-scaled and Sobel filtered 

with the edge detection function, see code in Appendix B (Matlab Code Image 

processing). Figure 6 shows the result of a Sobel filter applied to the grey-scaled 

image, using two different grey scale thresholds.  
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Figure 6 Different grey threshold and Sobel filter on the image 

An attempt to use edge detection with Canny filter was performed; the Canny filter 
gives smooth lines but further on it is not possible for the dilation tool to connect the 
nearby objects [13]. The dilation tool expands the pixels in horizontal and vertical 
direction in order to merge pixels together. Instead of using canny filter all images are 
processed with Sobel filter [13]. 

Figure 7 shows the image processed with Sobel filter and dilation tool to connect the 
parts of the object. Imfill is the tool that fills holes in a dark area surrounded by 
lighter pixels and makes it to one object. The threshold (Thres = 150) is used in the 
function bwareopen for pixel groups bigger then 150, to be removed.  

 

Figure 7 Two different dilation values, and the imfill tool 

The plotted image from the points captured in the image shows that the base material 
is not right-angled. The camera position makes the angle between the calculated base-
materials do not coincides with the coordinate axes. Figure 8 shows the points from 
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the image translated and rotated to fit in the coordinate system for easier analyse.  For 
the theory and algorithm, see Section 3.3 (Data processing). 

 

Figure 8 The points from the image translated and rotated 

There are too many points left and it is recommended to do some calculation to find 

the geometry among all the points.  

3.2 Investigation of the scanCONTROL system 

ScanCONTROL developed by Micro-epsilon is a two-dimensional laser line profile 
acquisition device with laser line projection, and CMOS array integrated in the same 
cover. The system projects a laser line onto the surface of the measured object, and 
the CMOS array registers the back scattered light from the laser line projection. The 
calculated output from the camera image is a two-dimensional coordinate system; the 
distance to the weld in z-axis and the x-axis is the true position along the laser line. If 
the scanner is used on a moving object, or the scanner is moved along the object, the 
scanner can generate a three-dimensional version of the object. Figure 9 shows the 
measuring arrangement with the scanCONTROL system. 

 

 

Figure 9 Measuring arrangement with scanCONTROL. The right image by courtesy of Krister 
Robles Sensotest AB 
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The scanner is connected via a cable to the controller that outputs the raw data from 
the x- and z-axes. The controller can connect via several interfaces to a PC, e.g. Fire 
Wire 1394, RS232, and RS422. Table 5 shows some technical data of the scanner. 
More information of the scanCONTROL is available in the data sheet in Appendix C 
(Data sheet scanCONTROL). 

Table 5 Some technical data from the ScanCONTROL 2810-100 used in this project [14]:  

Standard range, extended range in brackets %)5(± ) 

Measuring range z- axis: 100 (245) mm 

Measuring range x-axis: 50 (140) mm 

Resolution z-axis: mµ40  

Resolution x-axis: 64 to 1024 points/profile 

Profile frequency (profile/second) Up to 1000 (optional up to 4000)  

Sensor dimensions L×W×H 109×64×44 mm 

3.2.1 ICONNECT demo software  

In this project the demo ICONNECT software was used to capture the data from the 
scanner via the control unit. There are several different settings that can be changed in 
the scanner via the software. The software has a scanner settings field where some 
scanner parameters can be changed [15]. A screen shot of the software in Appendix D 
(Screen shot ICONNECT). 

Measuring field: The range of the scanner resolution is from small to huge pixel 
field of the CMOS matrix. The huge area is 1024×1024 pixels (all pixels). Large area, 
768×768 pixels, standard area 512×768 pixels and the small area 256×265 pixels. 
Every possible area has an index and there are 95 indices. The small area has index 95 
and the huge has index 0 and these can be changed if custom is selected in the 
measuring field.  

Points per profile: This parameter sets the resolution in the x-direction and defines 
the number of points in the profile and the range is from 64 to 1024 points.   

Exposure time [ms]: The exposure time for the scanner is set here and a saturation 
value is between 60% and 80%. Minimum value is 0,01 ms and the maximum value is 
40,0 ms.  

Number of profiles [1/s]: The minimum number of profiles of measurement is 25, 
and the maximum number is 250. In the save profile mode the maximum number of 
profiles is 600. This is useful if the scanner or the measured object is moving. 

Threshold: This threshold specifies the intensity for the scanner to recognize 
reflections. The range is from minimum 0 to maximum 1023. 

Reflections: This parameter is important only for multiple reflections, and it specifies 
if the reflections are going to be recognized as a point.  

First; the reflections closest to scanner.  
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Last; reflection furthermost away from the scanner.  
Largest area; reflection with largest area.  
Highest intensity; reflection with the highest intensity. 

Invert signals: If the signal is “inverted” in the z-direction the profile on the screen is 
displayed in the same direction as the real object. 

Filter: Accesses the filter settings dialog box, and the filters that can be selected are 
average or median filters.  

3.2.2 Data caption 

In the measuring program “display profile” there are log settings to capture the data 

of one profile at the time. The data is stored in an .slk file and this format can be 

imported into Excel. Every profile is automatically incremented at each savings, so 

they get different names. The file contains the x- and z-coordinate for each point in 

the laser line (1024 points). 

3.2.3 Accuracy 

In order to analyse the accuracy of the ScanCONTROL some gauge blocks were 
measured. Matlab retrieved data from one gauge block at the time; the values were 
translated to origin and some data outside the interesting range were discharged. The 
mean and standard deviation (std) for all blocks were saved in a matrix, see Appendix 
E (Matlab code gauge block). Figure 10 shows the plot of all the values, note that the 
std figure shows every single gauge block value, not the std value for all in the same 
gauge block range. Table of all values see Appendix F (Gauge block data). 

 

Figure 10 The upper plot shows the mean, and the lower plot shows standard deviation of all y-
values 
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The gauge block was so shiny that the light spread and a cause of that, some of the 
gauge blocks were measured two or three times. Table 6 shows the scanCONTROL 
settings in the test occasion.  

Table 6 ScanCONTROL settings in the test occasion. 

Scanner settings 

Measuring field: Standard 

Points per profile: 1024 

Exposure time [m/s] 2,00 

Number of profiles [1/s] 25 

Threshold 224 

Reflections Largest area 

Distance in z-direction 150 [mm] 

3.3 Data processing 

In the camera and laser diode case the camera was considered as an ideal pinhole 

camera in order to calculate the translation and rotation of all points extracted from 

the image. A pinhole camera means that all light reflected on the object travels 

through one single point on to the photosensitive surface. The pinhole camera 

approach gives the opportunity to consider the camera like ideal. Data from both 

systems were translated with these algorithms in order to associate with the base 

material. Here is described how the x- and y-axis are generated for the points. Figure 

11 shows the calculated slopes for kleft and kright from the number of points to find 

the slope and the angle λ between the curve and x-axis. The number of points to 

calculate kleft and kright is 100 – 200 points, depending on how much of the laser line 

projection that covers the real base material.   

 

Figure 11 The calculated slopes for kleft and kright from the number of points and the angle 

λ λ λ λ between the curve and x-axis 

A suitable number of points from both ends of the curve are calculated with the 

Matlab polyfit function to find the slope kleft and kright, see Appendix B (Matlab 

Code Image processing).  
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Let the intersection between the left and right parts (representing the base sheets) be 

the point ),( oo cr . Then 
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The solution to this system of equation will give the new origin: ),( 00 cr  
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Move all points with ),( 00 cr . Then rotate the points by angle λ to fit x-axis 

kright=λtan  (4) 

a point on the curve with origin in (0,0) is denoted jcrp += . Then rotate each point 

by angle λ to points λj
r epp

−⋅= . The coordinates are now denoted x and y, see 

Figure 12, and can be calculated as; 

)();( rr pimagyprealx ==  

The real base sheets are not perpendicular and the points in the image are displaced 

because of the angle of the camera, Section 3.1 (Image caption with camera and laser 

line projection). Figure 12 describes the displacement of the points and the angle 

α between the curve and the y-axis.  

 

Figure 12 The displacement of the points and the angle αααα    between the curve and the y-axis 

The algorithm to correct the left part of the curve to the y-axis: 
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nα  is the angle for last point in the curve relative the x-axis. 

),arctan( nnn xy=α  (5) 

With consideration taken to the quadrant. 

Calculate the angle between the first point and the y-axis 

2

π
αα −= n  (6) 

Rotation matrix for each point to associate with y-axis is 
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Where )(αx  and )(αy are the coordinates before rotation. 

The first experiment ends here, after the transformation of the points, because the 

data needed more processing, and there was no time for that. The data from the 

second experiment, with ScanCONTROL, was also transformed with these 

algorithms and then sent in to the Matlab graphical interface for further analysis.  

3.3.1 Matlab graphical interface 

In a former project work a 3D scanned weld piece was investigated with a Matlab 

graphical interface, made by the former student Torgrim Brochmann [2]. The 

interface was designed to select one section of points from the 3D scanned image, at 

the time. The weld used in the former project did not have any spatter or undercut so 

the interface did not detect these deviations. Figure 13 shows the original graphical 

interface made in Matlab. 

 

 

Figure 13 The original graphical interface made in Matlab 
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In this version the test engineer chooses a cross section from the 3D image and the 

program then presents data calculations of the weld in the x-direction. The “Get 

section” button draws the curve in the window. The interface presents [2]: 

• A figure on the chosen weld section 

• The radius and angle of a circle drawn at the weld toe 

• The weld throat 

• The x-leg length of the weld 

• The Kt-value 

The Kt-value is a measure of the tension concentration and can be estimated from the 

radius and the angle at the weld toe. Kt should not be less then 2,5 and the value is 

dependent on the angle and the radius of the weld, see Appendix G (Calculation of 

the Kt-value). In the interface it is possible for the test engineer to alter the line 

tolerance, and number of points in the calculation of the radius and angle of the weld 

toe. It is also possible to choose the point of the weld start.  

3.4 Results 

Results from the measuring of the gauge block, presented in Section 3.2.3 (Accuracy), 

gives that objects as small as 0,2 mm in the z-direction are possible to find. In the 

technical data of the scanCONTROL the resolution in the z-direction is 0,04 mm. 

There was no filter used in the test occasion and only one threshold. 

The data from the image taken on the projected laser line, from the laser diode, was 

only processed until the points were adjusted to the x- and y- axis in the coordinate 

system. The decision to that was the time limit of the project and that the 

scanCONTROL system had arrived. 

The graphical interface made in Matlab, described in the previous chapter, was 

modified to permit the data from the scanCONTROL.  The modifications that was 

done from the former edition: 

• Select what data file to open 

• Indicate which points that differ from line tolerance 

• Find the y-leg of the weld 

• Indicate the weld start on the y-leg 

• Find spatter 

• Calculate the theoretical leg length 

For calculation of the theoretical leg deviation the formula from the Volvo welding 
standard was used; aA 2,02 +≤ ; a = throat height, A = length of the deviation. 
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The points from the ScanCONTROL were sent in to the graphical interface and 

Figure 14 shows the revision of the graphical interface made in Matlab. This image 

shows one undercut and three spatters.  

 

Figure 14 The revision of the graphical interface made in Matlab 

The spatter is taken from one curve and cut together to show the spatter recognition 
in action. It is important to chose as many points as possible for analysis, otherwise 
the program will show error. Appendix H (Additional Matlab codes). The circle is 
drawn as in [2].  
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4 Conclusions and further work 

The first experiment, with the camera and laser diode, was an experience to learn 

some of the settings of the camera, and to understand the effect of the angle between 

the camera and projected line.  The analysis of the data from the images stopped then 

the points were adjusted to the coordinate system, further investigation requires line 

fitting to find one curve among all points. The camera and laser diode system requires 

a lot of work effort to extract and find the geometry of the weld and possible defects. 

In this case the projected line was a bit short so it only covered the weld and a short 

distance of the base material. In order to find spatter the laser line projection has to 

be wider to cover more of the base material.  

The borrowed ScanCONTROL system has built in software in the sensor head that 

extracts the points from the projection of the laser line. The work that was performed 

on the first experiment, to extract points, is already done in this system, and the 

further work was to analyse the data. In the Matlab program that was reviewed and 

modified it was quite easy to find spatter, undercut, leg-length and toe angle.  

In order to automate the analysis of the weld geometry it is probably a good idea to 

use another approach. Instead of calculating every curve in the analysis software, one 

can use a database with stored curves for comparison. Neural network is maybe a way 

to solve it, the neural network use algorithms for pattern recognition, and it learns to 

recognise specific patterns. 

It is possible to find the geometry of the weld and it is possible to find defects with 

laser line projection and camera. The equipment is important in order to extract data 

useful for analysis. I want to recommend a purchase of the ScanCONTROL since it is 

already half way through the work. The points from the laser projection are ready to 

use either in the software purchased along the sensor, or developed suitable for the 

occasion. It must however be tested to be robust enough if it shall be used on – line 

during welding. 
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The English language version is the original and the 
reference in case of dispute. 

 Den engelska språkversionen är originalversion och 
skall åberopas i händelse av tvist. 

 

Fusion welding, steel sheet 
> 3 mm 

Smältsvetsning stålplåt  
> 3 mm 

  

Orientation Orientering 
This version differs from version 1 in that section 5 
Quality assurance has been added. 

Denna version skiljer sig från version 1 genom att 
avsnitt 5 Kvalitetsuppföljning har lagts till. 

Contents Innehåll 
1 Scope and field of application 1 Omfattning och tillämpning 

2 Symbolic representation of welds  2 Svetsbeteckningar  

3 Welding classes 3 Svetsklassser 
3.1 Welding class designations and requirements 3.1 Svetsklassbeteckningar och krav 
3.2 Check length 3.2 Kontrollsträcka 
3.3 Additional designations 3.3 Tilläggsbeteckningar 

4 Tables 4 Tabeller 

5 Quality assurance 5 Kvalitetsuppföljning 

1 Scope and field of application 1 Omfattning och tillämpning 
This standard is applicable to welding in steel sheets 
with a thickness > 3 mm.  

Denna standard är tillämpbar för svetsning i stålplåt 
med en tjocklek > 3 mm. 

Fusion welded joints in steel can, according to this 
standard, be divided into four welding classes. One or 
more additional requirements as specified in section 
3.3 may be added to each welding class. 

Smältsvetsförband i stål kan enligt denna standard 
indelas i fyra svetsklasser. Till varje svetsklass kan 
anges ett eller flera tilläggskrav enligt avsnitt 3.3. 

The standard is applicable when producing, testing, 
and inspecting welded assemblies in steel.  

Standarden är tillämplig vid produktion, provning och 
kontroll av svetsade konstruktioner i stål.  

NOTE! In design-engineering documentation, 
reference shall be made to STD 180-0001 if weld 
symbols and welding requirements in accordance with 
STD 181-0001 shall apply.    

OBS! I konstruktionsteknisk dokumentation skall 
hänvisning göras till STD 180-0001 för att 
svetsbeteckningar och svetskrav enligt STD 181-0001 
skall gälla. 

2 Symbolic representation of 
welds 

2 Svetsbeteckningar 

The structure of the symbolic representation of welds 
is described in STD 180-0001. Figure 1 gives an 
example of a symbolic representation of a fusion weld. 

Svetsbeteckningens uppbyggnad beskrivs i 
STD 180-0001. Figur 1 visar exempel på hur en 
smältsvetsbeteckning kan se ut.  
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a1.5 5 x 20 (10) 135-D-F

Referenslinje 
Reference line 

Hänvisningsslinje 
Arrow line 

Mått som avser svetsens tvärsnitt
Dimension referring to weld cross-section 

Grundsymbol 
Elementary symbol 

Svetsmetod (se STD 180-0001) 
Welding process (see STD 180-0001)

Delning
Spacing

Antal delsvetsar
Number of weld elements

Delsvetslängd
Length of weld elements

Svetsklass
Welding class 

Tilläggsbeteckning 
Additional designation 

 
 Fig. 1 

3 Welding classes 3 Svetsklasser 

3.1 Welding class designations and 
requirements 

3.1 Svetsklassbeteckningar och krav 

The welded joints are divided into four welding 
classes A, B, C and D with class A having the most 
rigorous requirements. 

Svetsförbanden indelas i fyra svetsklasser A, B, C och 
D med de strängaste kraven i klass A.  

The requirements for welding classes A-D are shown 
in the following three tables: 

Kraven för svetsklasserna A-D framgår av följande tre 
tabeller: 

− Table 1 specifies outer discontinuities and shape 
deviations in butt joints 

− Tabell 1 som anger yttre diskontinuiteter och 
formavvikelser vid stumsvetsförband 

− Table 2 specifies outer discontinuities and shape 
deviations in fillet, corner and T-joints 

− Tabell 2 som anger yttre diskontinuiteter och 
formavvikelser vid käl-, hörn- och T-svetsförband 

− Table 3 specifies inner discontinuities in butt, 
fillet, corner and T-joints. 

− Tabell 3 som anger inre diskontinuiteter vid stum-, 
käl-, hörn- och T-svetsförband. 

3.2 Check length 3.2 Kontrollsträcka 
The requirements in the tables apply to arbitrarily 
chosen sections, check lengths, of 200 mm in the 
longitudinal direction of the weld. For weld lengths 
shorter than 200 mm, the requirements shall be 
related to the weld length.  

Kraven i tabellerna gäller godtyckligt valda sträckor, 
kontrollsträckor, om 200 mm i svetsens längdriktning. 
Vid svetslängder mindre än 200 mm skall kraven 
sättas i relation till svetslängden. 

3.3 Additional designations 3.3 Tilläggsbeteckningar 
Additional requirements may have been added to 
those of the various welding classes. In this case, they 
are marked with the additional designation E, F, K, P, 
T, U or Y. 

Till kraven i klasserna kan ytterligare krav vara lagda, 
vilka i så fall är angivna med en tilläggsbeteckningen 
E, F, K, P, T, U eller Y. 

3.3.1 F 3.3.1 F 
The additional designation F shall be used when high 
finish requirements are specified for the welded joint. 

Tilläggsbeteckning F används när högre krav ställs på 
svetsförbandets finish. 
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This means that the weld shall Den innebär att svetsen skall 
− be even and straight − vara jämn och rakt lagd 
− as far as practically and economically possible, 

be unbroken 
− så långt det är praktiskt och ekonomiskt möjligt, 

ha ett obrutet utförande 
− not have any surface pores, arc strikes, spatter, 

oxide scale and other defects disturbing the 
appearance of the weld. 

− vara fri från ytporer, tändmärken, svetssprut, 
glödskal och andra defekter som stör svetsens 
utseende. 

3.3.2 K 3.3.2 K 
The additional designation K shall be used when high 
corrosion resistance requirements are specified for 
the welded joint. It means that 

Tilläggsbeteckning K används när högre krav ställs på 
svetsförbandets förmåga att motstå korrosion. Den 
innebär att 

− surface discontinuities such as sharp undercuts, 
outer root defects, surface pores and cavities 
caused by shrinkage shall be evened out or re-
moved 

− ytdiskontinuiteter som skarpa smältdiken, yttre 
rotfel, ytporer och krymphåligheter skall vara ut-
jämnade eller avlägsnade 

− arc strikes, spatter and slag residues shall be 
avoided and, if this is not possible, they shall be 
carefully removed 

− tändmärken, svetssprut och slaggrester skall 
undvikas eller, om detta ej är möjligt, omsorgsfullt 
avlägsnas  

− layers of oxide which form due to heating when 
welding stainless steel shall be removed to the 
extent required. 

− oxidskikt, som bildas på grund av uppvärmning 
vid svetsning av rostfria stål, skall avlägsnas i 
erforderlig omfattning. 

3.3.3 P 3.3.3 P 
The additional designation P shall be used when 
higher requirement, due to risk for lack of fusion, are 
specified on penetration or side penetration (see 
STD 180-0002). It means that 

Tilläggsbeteckning P används när högre krav, på 
grund av risk för bindfel, ställs på inträngning eller 
sidointrängning (se STD 180-0002). Den innebär att 

− the penetration or side penetration shall be at 
least 0,15 x the material thickness for material 
thicknesses up to and including 10 mm 

− inträngningen eller sidointrängningen skall uppgå 
till minst 0,15 x godstjockleken för godstjocklekar 
upp till och med 10 mm 

− for material thicknesses above 10 mm, the pene-
tration or side penetration shall be minimum 1,5 
mm 

− för godstjocklekar över 10 mm skall inträngningen 
eller sidointrängningen uppgå till minst 1,5 mm 

− the penetration shall be measured at the centre of 
the joint profile (see STD 180-0002

− inträngningen mäts mitt på fogprofilen 
(se STD 180-0002) 

− the side penetration shall be measured at the 
centre of the leg(s). 

− sidointrängningen mäts mitt på kateten/kateterna. 

3.3.4 T 3.3.4 T 
The additional designation T shall be used when seal-
ing requirements are specified for the welded joint, i.e. 
the joint shall meet specified requirements as to 
pressure resistance, medium and maximum leakage. 

Tilläggsbeteckning T används när täthetskrav finns på 
svetsförbandet d v s förbandet skall uppfylla angivna 
krav avseende tryck, medium och maximalt läckage. 

3.3.5 U 3.3.5 U 
The additional designation U shall be used when high 
fatigue strength requirements are specified for the 
welded joint. It means that 

Tilläggsbeteckning U används när högre krav ställs på 
svetsförbandets utmattningshållfasthet. Den innebär 
att 
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− undercuts, weld reinforcements, penetration 
beads, non-filled welds and root concavities shall 
have a smooth and even transition to the parent 
metal  

− smältdike, svetsråge, rotvulst, ej utfylld svets och 
valv i rot skall ha en jämn övergång till grund-
materialet 

− incomplete root penetration is not permitted − ofullständig genomsvetsning ej tillåts  

− arc strikes and spatter shall be avoided and, if this is 
not possible, they shall be carefully removed. 

− tändmärken och svetssprut skall undvikas eller 
omsorgsfullt avlägsnas. 

3.3.6 Y 3.3.6 Y 
The additional designation Y shall be used when re-
quirements with regard to outer discontinuities and 
shape deviations are specified for the welded joint, for 
example for reasons of appearance on the welded 
joint. (The additional designation Y thereby invalidates 
the welding class requirements concerning inner dis-
continuities.) It means that 

Tilläggsbeteckning Y används när krav t.ex. av ut-
seendeskäl ställs på svetsförbandets yttre diskonti-
nuiteter och formavvikelser. (Tilläggsbeteckningen Y 
upphäver därmed svetsklassens krav på inre diskon-
tinuiteter). Den innebär att 

− the acceptance limits for the outer discontinuities 
and shape deviations according to tables 1 and 2 
shall be met for the welding class stated. 

− acceptansgränserna för yttre diskontinuiteter och 
formavvikelser enligt tabell 1 och 2 skall innehål-
las för angiven svetsklass. 

3.1.5 E 3.1.5 E 
Additional designation E shall be used when machin-
ing of the weld is required. It means that 
discontinuities in the transition between weld and 
parent metal shall be eliminated by subsequent 
machining (e.g. grinding or TIG treatment). 

Tilläggsbeteckning E används när krav på efterbear-
betning av svetsen finns. Den innebär att diskontinui-
teter i övergången mellan svets och grundmaterial 
skall elimineras genom efterbearbetning (t.ex. genom 
slipning eller TIG-behandling). 

4 Tables 4 Tabeller 
The dimensional designations in tables 1-3 mean: Måttbeteckningarna i tabell 1-3 innebär: 

t = the nominal material thickness of the parent 
metal. This always refers to the smallest nomi-
nal material thickness in welded joints with dif-
ferent parent metal thicknesses 

t = nominell godstjocklek hos grundmaterialet. I 
svetsförband med olika godstjocklekar hos 
grundmaterialen, avses alltid den minsta nomi-
nella godstjockleken 

D = the smallest distance between the discontinui-
ties concerned 

D = minsta avståndet mellan avsedda diskontinui-
teter  

l = the length of a single discontinuity l = längden för enskild diskontinuitet 
A = the dimensions of the discontinuity in a cross-

section  
A = diskontinuitetens utsträckning i  tvärsnitt  

b = the width of the reinforcement of the weld b = bredden hos svetsens råge 
c     = the width of the penetration bead of the weld. c =  bredden hos svetsens rotvulst. 
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Table 1 - Outer discontinuities and shape deviations in butt joints  
Tabell 1 - Yttre diskontinuiteter och formavvikelser vid stumsvetsförband 

Check length: 200 mm 
Kontrollsträcka: 200 mm  

No 
Nr. 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes 
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
1 Crack  

Spricka 

 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

2 Outer lack of fusion  
Yttre bindfel 

 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

3 Incomplete root pene-
tration  
Ofullständig genom-
svetsning 

A ≤ 0,2 t, but 
max. 2 mm. 
L ≤ 100 mm 

 

l 
 

A ≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max. 2 mm. 
l ≤ 100 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 1 mm  
l ≤ t but max.  
25 mm  
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1 mm l ≤ t 
dock max. 25 
mm 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

4 Excessive penetration 
Genomrinning 

 

Locally permitted 
Tillåts lokalt 

Locally permitted 
if the penetration 
bead goes over 
to the parent 
metal smoothly 
Tillåts lokalt om 
rotvulsten i övrigt 
har jämn över-
gång till grund-
materialet 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

5 End crater  
Ändkrater 

 

Permitted, but 
not with crack  
Tillåts, dock ej 
med spricka 
 

Permitted but not 
with crack.  
Tillåts, dock ej 
med spricka 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
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No 
Nr. 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes 
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
Permitted locally 
if A ≤ 0,2 t, but 
max. 2 mm 
Tillåts lokalt om 
A ≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max. 2 mm 
 

Permitted locally 
if A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 1 mm 
Tillåts lokalt om 
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1 mm 
 

Permitted locally 
if A ≤ 0,05 t, but 
max. 0,5 mm.  
l ≤ 25 mm 
Tillåts lokalt om 
A ≤ 0,05 t, dock 
max. 0,5 mm.  
l ≤ 25 mm 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

6 Undercut  
Smältdike 

 l 

 
A ≤ 0,2 t, but 
max. 2 m. 
A ≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max. 2 mm 

A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 1 mm  
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,05 t, but 
max. 0,5 mm. 
A ≤ 0,05 t, dock 
max. 0,5 mm 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

7 Non-filled weld  
Ej utfylld svets 

 
8 Root concavity  

Valv i rot 
A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 1 mm 
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,05 t, but 
max. 0,5 mm  
A ≤ 0,05 t, dock 
max. 0,5 mm 
 

Not permitted 
Tillåts ej 
 

A ≤ 0,2 t, but 
max. 2 mm 

 

A ≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max. 2 mm 
 

The extension of 
a single pore  
≤ 0,2 t, but max. 
3 mm. Total 
porosity area  
≤ 25 mm2 

9 Surfaces pores  
Ytporer 

 
Enskild pors 
utsträckning  
≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max. 3 mm. Total 
porarea ≤ 25 
mm2 
 

The extension of 
a single pore  
≤ 0,1 t, but max. 
1,5 mm. Total 
porosity area  
≤ 10 mm2 

Enskild pors 
utsträckning  
≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1,5 mm. 
Total porarea  
≤ 10 mm2 
 

Only scattered 
pores. Single 
pore extension  
≤ 0,1 t, but max. 
1,5 mm. Total 
porosity area  
≤ 5 mm2 

Endast spridda 
porer. Enskild 
pors utsträckning 
≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 1,5 mm. 
Total porarea  
≤ 5 mm2 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

10 Arc strikes and spatter  
Tändmärken och 
svetssprut 

 

Occasional arc 
strikes though 
not with crack 
are permitted. 
Spatter which 
has stuck is 
permitte. 
Enstaka tänd-
märken tillåts, 
dock ej med 
spricka. 
Fastsittande 
svetssprut tillåts 

Arc strikes not 
permitted. 
Occasional 
globular spatter 
which has stuck 
is permitted 
Tändmärken 
tillåts ej. Enstaka 
fastsittande 
svetssprutpärlor 
tillåts 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
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No 
Nr. 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes 
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
Weld reinforcement 
Svetsråge 

11 A ≤ 1,5 + 0,1 b. 
Overlap is not 
permitted 
A ≤ 1,5 + 0,1 b. 
Överrunnen 
svets tillåts ej 
 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,05 b. 
Overlap is not 
permitted 
A ≤ 1,5 + 0,05 b. 
Överrunnen 
svets tillåts ej 
 

The weld rein-
forcement shall 
be removed and 
the surface 
machined to the 
level of the 
parent metal 
Svetsrågen skall 
vara avlägsnad 
och ytan planbe-
arbetad till grund-
materialets nivå 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,15 b. 
Overlap is 
permitted to a 
small extent  b

 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,15 b. 
Överrunnen 
svets tillåts i 
mindre omfatt-
ning 
 

12 Penetration bead 
Rotvulst 

 

c 

 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,3c A ≤ 1,5 + 0,2c A ≤ 1,5 + 0,1c The penetration 
bead shall be 
removed and the 
surface 
machined to the 
level of the 
parent metal 
Rotvulsten skall 
vara avlägsnad 
och ytan planbe-
arbetad till grund-
materialets nivå 

Edge displacement, one-
sided welding 
Kantförskjutning, ensides-
svetsning 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,25 t, 
but max. t or 4 
mm 

A ≤ 0,15 t, but 
max. 3 mm 
A ≤ 0,15 t, dock 
max. 3 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 2 mm 
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 2 mm 

A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 2 mm 
A ≤ 0,1 t, dock 
max. 2 mm 
 

13 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,25 t, 
dock max. t eller 
4 mm 

 

1) 

A ≤ 1,5 + 0,25t, 
but max. t or  
5 mm  
A ≤ 1,5 + 0,25t, 
dock max. t eller 
5 mm 

14 Edge displacement, 
double-sided welding 
Kantförskjutning, dubbel-
sidig svetsning 

 

1) 

A ≤ 0,2t, but 
max. 5 mm  
A ≤ 0,2t, dock 
max. 5 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,15t, but 
max. 3 mm 
 A ≤ 0,15t, dock 
max. 3 mm 
 

A ≤ 0,1t, but 
max. 2 mm  
A ≤ 0,1t, dock 
max. 2 mm 
 

  
1) The following applies to pipe joints: 1) För rörledningsskarvar gäller: 

Edge displacement A at the outside of the tube 
must not exceed 0,5t, but max. 1 mm for metal 
thickness up to 5 mm. For metal thicknesses 
between 5 and 10 mm 0,2t is permitted and for 
thicknesses over 10 mm 0,1t + 1, but max. 4 mm. 

Kantförskjutning A vid rörens utsida får inte över-
stiga 0,5 t, dock högst 1 mm för godstjocklek upp 
till 5 mm. För godstjocklek mellan 5 och 10 mm 
tillåts 0,2t och för godstjocklek över 10 mm 0,1t + 
1, dock högst 4 mm. 
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Edge displacement A at the inside of the tube must 
not exceed 0,5t, but max. 1 mm for metal thickness 
up to 5 mm. For thicknesses over 5 mm, 0,05 (t-5) 
+ 1 is permitted, but max. 2 mm. 

Kantförskjutning A vid rörens insida får inte över-
stiga 0,5 t, dock högst 1 mm för godstjocklek upp 
till 5 mm. För godstjocklek över 5 mm tillåts 0,05  
(t-5) + 1, dock högst 2 mm. 

 
Table 2 - Outer discontinuities and shape deviations in fillet, corner and T-joints  
Tabell 2 - Yttre diskontinuiteter och formavvikelser vid käl-, hörn- och T-

svetsförband 

Check length: 200 mm 
Kontrollsträcka: 200 mm 

 
No.
Nr 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
15 Crack / Spricka 

 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

16 Root defect  
Rotfel 

 

Locally permitted 
Tillåts lokalt 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

17 End crater  
Ändkrater 

 

Permitted but not 
with crack 
Tillåts, dock ej 
med spricka 

Permitted but not 
with crack 
Tillåts, dock ej 
med spricka 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

18 Arc strikes and spatter 
Tändmärken och 
svetssprut 

 

Occasional arc 
strikes but not 
with crack are 
permitted. 
Spatter which 
has stuck is 
permitted 
Enstaka tänd-
märken, dock ej 
med spricka till-
låts. Fastsittande 
svetssprut tillåts 

Arc strikes not 
permitted. 
Occasional 
globular spatter 
which has stuck 
is permitted 
Tändmärken till-
låts ej. Enstaka 
fastsittande 
svetssprutpärlor 
tillåts 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
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No.
Nr 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
19 Surface pores  

Ytporer 

 

Single pore 
extension ≤ 0,2 t, 
but max. 3 mm. 
Total porosity 
area ≤ 25 mm2 
Enskild pors ut-
sträckning ≤ 0,2t 
dock max 3 mm. 
Total porarea  
≤ 25 mm2 

Single pore 
extension ≤ 0,1t, 
but max. 1,5 mm. 
Total porosity 
area 
≤ 10 mm2. 
Enskild pors ut-
sträckning ≤ 0,1t 
dock max. 1,5 
mm. Total por-
area ≤ 10 mm2 

Only scattered 
pores. Single 
pore extension  
≤ 0,1t, but max. 
1,5 mm. Total 
porosity area  
≤ 5 mm2 

Endast spridda 
porer. Enskild 
pors utsträckning 
≤ 0,1t dock max. 
1,5 mm. Total 
porarea ≤ 1,5 
mm2 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

20 Undercut 
Smältdike 

 

t
 

Locally A ≤ 0,2t, 
but max. 2 mm 

Lokalt A ≤ 0,2t, 
dock max. 2 mm 

Locally A ≤ 0,1t, 
but max. 1 mm 

Lokalt A ≤ 0,1t, 
dock max. 1 mm 

Locally A ≤ 0,05t, 
but max. 0,5 mm. 
l ≤ 25 mm  

Lokalt A ≤ 0,05t, 
dock max. 0,5 
mm. l L ≤ 25 mm 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

21 Leg deviation 
Katetavvikelse 

 

 

A ≤ 2 + 0,2a A ≤ 2 + 0,2a A ≤ 1,5 + 0,15a A ≤ 0,5 + 0,15a 

22 Throat deviation  
a-måttsavvikelse 

 

Locally -0,2a  
Lokalt -0,2a 

Locally -0,1a  
Lokalt -0,1a 

Throat must not 
be less than 
specified 
Underskridande 
av a-mått tillåts 
ej. 

Throat must not 
be less than 
specified 
Underskridande 
av a-mått tillåts ej
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No.
Nr 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
23 Connecting radius. Fully 

penetrated T-weld joint  
Anslutningsradie. Genom-
svetsat T-förband 

 

r 

 

⎯ ⎯ Even transition  
Jämn övergång 

r 4 min 

24 Connecting radius, fillet 
weld  
Anslutningsradie, kälsvets 

 

r 

 

⎯ ⎯ Even transition  
Jämn övergång 

r 4 min 

 
Table 3 - Inner discontinuities in butt, fillet, corner and T-joints  
Tabell 3 - Inre diskontinuiteter vid stum-, käl-, hörn- och T-svetsförband 

Check length: 200 mm 
Kontrollsträcka: 200 mm  

No. 
Nr 

Type of discontinuity  
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
25 Crack  

Spricka 
 

 

l  

Inner crack with 
A ≤ 0,2t but max. 
4 mm, and l ≤ t is 
permitted. Crack 
which reaches 
the surface or 
crack in the heat-
affected zone is 
not permitted 
Inre spricka med 
A ≤ 0,2 t, dock 
max 4 mm, och  
l ≤ t tillåts. 
Spricka som når 
ytan eller spricka 
i den värmepå-
verkade zonen 
(HAZ) tillåts ej 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 
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No. 
Nr 

Type of discontinuity  
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
Lack of fusion  
Bindfel 

 

l  

A ≤ 0,2t, but 
max. 4 mm, and 
l ≤ t is permitted. 
Lack of fusion 
must not reach 
the surface 
A ≤ 0,2t, dock 
max. 4 mm, och 
l ≤ t tillåts. Bindfel 
får ej nå ytan 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

26 

27 Incomplete root 
penetration  
Ofullständig 
genomsvetsning 
 

 

l 
 

A ≤ 0,2t, but 
max. 4 mm. In-
complete root 
penetration must 
not occur closer 
than 100 mm to 
the end of the 
weld or the 
crossing points 
respectively 
 

A ≤ 0,2t, dock 
max. 4 mm. 
Ofullständig 
genomsvetsning 
får ej förekomma 
närmare svet-
sens ände resp. 
korspunkter än 
100 mm 

A ≤ 0,2t, but 
max. 2 mm.  
l ≤ 2 t, but max. 
50 mm. 
Incomplete root 
penetration must 
not occur closer 
than 100 mm to 
the end of the 
weld or the 
crossing point 
respectively 1) 
 
A ≤ 0,2t, dock 
max. 2 mm.  
l ≤ 2t, dock max. 
50 mm. 
Ofullständig 
genomsvetsning 
får ej förekomma 
närmare svet-
sens ände resp. 
korspunkter än 
100 mm  
1)

A ≤ 0,1 t, but 
max. 2 mm.  
l ≤ 0,4 t, but max. 
20 mm. Incomp-
lete root pene-
tration must not 
occur closer than 
100 mm to the 
end of the weld 
or the crossing 
point respectively 
 
A ≤ 0,1t, dock 
max. 2 mm.  
l ≤ 0,4t, dock 
max. 20 mm. 
Ofullständig 
genomsvetsning 
får ej förekomma 
närmare svet-
sens ände resp. 
korspunkter än 
100 mm 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

28 Shrinkage cavity 
Krymphålighet 

 

Permitted  
Tillåts 

Occasional cavi-
ties are permitted 
but not with crack
Enstaka hålig-
heter tillåts, dock 
ej med spricka 

Not permitted  
Tillåts ej 

 

1) If the distance from the surface of the parent metal 
to the root defect is less than A/2, the root defect 
shall be regarded as per No. 3 in table 1. 

1) Om avståndet från grundmaterialets yta till rotfel är 
mindre än A/2 bedöms rotfelet enligt nr. 3 i tabell 1. 
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Nr 
No. 

Type of discontinuity 
Diskontinuitetstyp 

Welding classes  
Svetsklasser 

  D C B A 
29 Pores  2)  3) 

Porer 
 

 

t
 

 

The extension of 
a single pore  
≤ 0,4t but max.  
6 mm. Total 
porosity area 
≤ 8 t mm2 
Enskild pors ut-
sträckning  
≤ 0,4t, dock max 
6 mm. Total por-
area ≤ 8 t mm2 

The extension of 
a single pore  
≤ 0,3t but max.  
4 mm. Total 
porosity area  
≤ 4 t mm2 
Enskild pors ut-
sträckning  
≤ 0,3t, dock max. 
4 mm. Total por-
area ≤ 4t mm2 

The extension of a single pore ≤ 
0,2t, but max. 3 mm. An occasional 
pore can amount to 0,3t in a weld 
metal which is otherwise free from 
defects if the space between the 
pores is at least 2t. Total porosity 
area ≤ 2 t mm2 

Enskild pors utsträckning ≤ 0,2t, 
dock max. 3 mm. Enstaka por tillåts i 
ett för övrigt felfritt svetsgods uppgå 
till 0,3t, om avståndet mellan 
porerna är minst 2t. Total porarea  
≤ 2 t mm2 

Total porosity 
area ≤ 1,2 t 
mm2/100 mm2  
Total porarea  
≤ 1,2 t mm2/100 
mm2.  5)

Total porosity 
area ≤ 0,8 t 
mm2/100 mm2  
Total porarea  
≤ 0,8 t mm2/100 
mm2.  5) 

Total porosity area ≤ 0,4t mm2/100 
mm2 
Total porarea ≤ 0,4t mm2/100 mm2    

5) 

30 Fine porosity       4) 
Porsamling  

 
31 Slag inclusion 

Slagginneslutning 
 

 

l 
 

Permitted  
Tillåts 

Single inclusion 
l ≤ 2t, but max. 
50 mm. Scattered 
inclusions total 
length ≤ 3t, but 
max. 75 mm 
Enskild slagg  
l ≤ 2t dock max. 
50 mm. Spridda 
slaggers sam-
manlagda längd 
≤ 3t, dock max. 
75 mm 

Single inclusions l ≤ 0,4t, but max. 
20 mm. Scattered inclusions total 
length ≤ 2t but max. 50 mm. Total 
length for linear inclusions (i.e. when 
the space between the inclusions is 
max. 3t) ≤ t 
Enskild slagg l ≤ 0,4t, dock max. 20 
mm, spridda slaggers sammanlagda 
längd ≤ 2t, dock max. 50 mm. Total 
längd för slagger i linje (d.v.s. då 
avståndet mellan inneslutningarna 
är högst 3t) ≤ t. 

32 Tungsten inclusion 
Volframinneslutning 
 

 

Permitted  
Tillåts 

Scattered inclu-
sions with an ex-
tension of ≤ 0,3t 
are permitted, but 
max. 4 mm  
Spridda inneslut-
ningar med max. 
utsträckning  
≤ 0,3t tillåts, dock 
max. 4 mm  

Occasional scattered inclusions with 
an extension of ≤ 0,2t are permitted, 
but max. 3 mm 
Enstaka spridda inneslutningar med 
utsträckning ≤ 0, t tillåts, dock max. 
3 mm  

 
2) Elongated pores shall be regarded as slag 

inclusions. 
2) Långsträckta porer bedöms som slagginneslut-

ningar. 
3) Pores along the same line can indicate lack of 

fusion, root defect or a combination of these 
defects and shall be regarded as lack of fusion. 

3) Porer i linje kan tyda på bindfel, rotfel eller en 
kombination av dessa företeelser och skall 
bedömas som bindfel. 

4) Porosity refers to at least 3 pores with D (pore 
distance) less than t/3. 

4) Porsamling innebär minst 3 porer med D (porav-
stånd) under t/3. 

5) Total projected area of the pores (such as the 
pores are reproduced in a radiogram). 

5) Porernas sammanlagda projicerade yta (såsom 
porerna avbildas på ett radiogram). 
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5 Quality assurance 5 Kvalitetsuppföljning 
For quality assurance, see STD 8610,03. För kvalitetsuppföljning se STD 8610,03.

 



Methods for automatic inspection of weld geometry 
 

Appendix B:1 

B. Matlab Code Image processing 
% function imageTranslation.m 

% input: data from Excel file 

% Output: Figures and rotated points xr,yr 

% Requires Image Processing Toolbox 

% MATLAB Version 7.5.0.342 (R2007b) 

% 2008-04-09 Inger Eriksson 

 

I=imread('C:\location\file_name.bmp');  

weld = imcrop(I,[150 100 300 200]);  

figure;  

subplot(2,2,1);imshow(I), title('original image');axis on 

subplot(2,2,2);imshow(weld);title('Cropped original image');axis 

on 

  

subplot(2,2,3);nnr = 0.15; 

Ws1=edge(weld,'sobel',(graythresh(weld)*nnr)); 

imshow(Ws1);title(['grey threshold=' num2str(nnr)]);axis on  

  

subplot(2,2,4);nnr = 0.25; 

Ws=edge(weld,'sobel',(graythresh(weld)*nnr)); 

imshow(Ws);title(['grey threshold=' num2str(nnr)]);axis on  

 

% Dilation, Binds nerby objects to eatchother  

Dv=3;Dh=3; % Dv=3 Dh=3 best value for bright 187 

se90=strel('line',Dv,90);      

se0=strel('line',Dh,0); 

th1=20; % threshold for small pixel groups 

r1=num2str(th1); 

r20=num2str(Dh); 

r21=num2str(Dv); 

figure;set(gcf,'Name',['Dilated sobel. Removed pixel groups 

smaller then ' r1]) 

Wdareaopen = bwareaopen(Ws,th1); % removes noise smaller than "th" 

pixels 

Wsdils=imdilate(Wdareaopen,[se90 se0]); 

subplot(2,2,1);imshow(Wsdils);axis off;title(['Dilated, horiz ' 

r20  'vert ' r21 ]) 

se90b=strel('line',3,90); se0b=strel('line',3,90);     

subplot(2,2,2);imshow(imdilate(Wdareaopen,[se90b 

se0b]));title('Dilated, horiz 3; vert 3') 

 

Wdfill=imfill(Wsdils, 'holes'); 

subplot(2,2,3);imshow(Wdfill);axis off; title('Imfill tool') 

  

th2 = 150;% th2 = 150;  

r10=num2str(th2); 

Wdareaopen = bwareaopen(Wdfill,th2); 

  

% Remove extra thicknes 

dinum=0; % dinum=1; Best value 

seD=strel('diamond',dinum); 

Wfinal=imerode(Wdareaopen,seD); 

  

[L,num] = bwlabeln(Wfinal,8); % L label of objects found, num= how 

many objects 
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Appendix B:2 

NUM=num2str(num) 

subplot(224);imshow(L),title(['num obj=' NUM ' Thres= ' r10]) 

  

rall = [];call = []; 

% figure;set(gcf,'Name',['R,c for the different objects found  ' 

image])  

for ii = 1 : num            % for all objects found: 

    [r c] = find(bwlabel((L)==ii)); 

    assignin('base',['r_' num2str(ii)],r); 

    assignin('base',['c_' num2str(ii)],c); 

     hold on; subplot(2,2,ii);plot(c,-r);title(['Object nr ' 

num2str(ii)]); 

     a = axis; axis([a(1) a(2) -a(4) -a(3)]) 

     axis('equal') 

     subplot(2,2,ii); 

     

    rall = [rall; r];        % take hold of all values 

    call = [call; c]; 

end 

subplot(2,2,num+1); 

axis off; text(0,0,'Must only be 1 object found - change threshold 

or other features otherwise') 

  

 

% Now I start with the rightmost part and study the last 100 

elements in r 

% and c: 

npr = 150;      % number of points from right 

npl = 200;      % number of points from left 

rright = rall(end-npr:end,:); 

cright = call(end-npr:end,:); 

% the angle in the figure to the right 

kright = (rright(end)-rright(1))/(cright(end)-cright(1)); 

theta_right = atan(kright);    % in radians 

  

% same with left part 

rleft = rall(1:npl,:); 

cleft = call(1:npl,:); 

% the angle in the figure to the right 

kleft = (rleft(end)-rleft(1))/(cleft(end)-cleft(1)); 

theta_left = atan(kleft);    % in radians  

  

% subplot(2,2,1);hold on 

pr = polyfit(cright,rright,1); 

k_right = pr(1); 

y_right = k_right*cright + pr(2); 

% plot(cright,-y_right,'g','LineWidth',3) 

t_theta_right=atan(k_right); 

  

pl = polyfit(cleft,rleft,1); 

k_left = pl(1); 

y_left = k_left*cleft + pl(2); 

% plot(cleft,-y_left,'g','LineWidth',3) 

t_theta_left=atan(k_left);  

  

% find origo where the left and right "axis" cross; sholud be 

approx c = 

% 190; r = 155; 
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A=[1 -k_left; 1 -k_right]; 

y=[rleft(1)-k_left*cleft(1);r(end)-k_right*c(end)]; 

x= A\y; 

  

% No move all points to with the offset of this "x" to find a more 

suitable 

% origo: 

cnew = call - x(2); 

rnew = rall - x(1); 

  

% Now rotate also to obtain x- and y-values - rotate right with 

% theta_right: 

points = cnew + j*rnew;     % these are same as above but in 

complex writing. 

% rotated_points = points*exp(-j*theta_right); 

rotated_points = points*exp(-j*t_theta_right); 

xr = real(rotated_points); 

yr = -imag(rotated_points); 

  

% Correction the ponts to the slope of the base material 

  

  

[XR,YR]=adjustPoints(xr,yr); % sending points to rotation function 

plotGrafs(XR,YR,xr,yr,x,call,rall,cnew,rnew,image) 

 

 

function [XR, YR]=adjustPoints(xr,yr) 

% Input rotated points xr,yr 

% output adjusted points to x,y coordinat 

%  

% Called by imageTranslation.m 

% 2008-04-25 Inger Eriksson 

  

  

V=atan2(yr(1),xr(1)); 

dV=V-pi/2; 

v=atan2(yr,xr); 

dv=-v/V*dV; 

Z=[]; 

F=size(dv); 

for i=1:F     

    M=[cos(dv(i)) -sin(dv(i));sin(dv(i)) cos(dv(i))]; 

    Z(:,i)=M*[xr(i);yr(i)]; 

end 

XR=Z(1,:); 

YR=Z(2,:); 

 

 



Industrial laser profile sensor and 2D/3D laser scanner for tire profile, tire roundness,
tire deformation, edge detection, positioning, height profile, bandwidth, welding seam
inspection, groove width and depth, robot guidance, coplanarity, deformation, lead
position, door edges, automotive engineering production and automation, gap and
flush, welding seam inspection, glue bead inspection, profile monitoring, laser
sensors and optical sensors laser displacement sensors, laser distance sensors,
laser position sensors, distance, non-contact, CMOS, laser sensor, laser
triangulation, measurement technology, optic, optical sensors, position sensors,
profile measurement, PSD, part identification, triangulation sensors, dislocation,
displacement position, displacement sensor, OEM sensors

Laser profile sensor, laser scanner 2D/3D
for beads and grooves

Industrial laser profile sensor, 2D/3D laser
scanner for fast CMOS profile measurement
and laser line for beads and grooves,
dimension, position non-contact, wear-free,
in automation and production
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Principle and system advantages

Application

Measurement principle

The system scanCONTROL 2810 detects beads (e.g. a

seam) or grooves (e.g. a channel or gap) and computes their

characteristic dimensions inside the controller. The system

evaluates the measurements taken and provides control

signals via analog and digital outputs. The system can be

easily configured via the parameterization software included

with the sensor package.

The highest point of a bead has the smallest z-distance value

due to scaling from the sensor's viewpoint. The z-distance

value is maximum for a groove.

The laser line scanner scanCONTROL 2810 makes use of the

triangulation principle for the two-dimensional acquisition of

a profile on various target surfaces. Unlike familiar point laser

sensors, a static laser line is projected onto the surface of the

measurement object. A high quality optical camera system

focusses the diffuse reflected light from this laser line onto a

CMOS array. The controller computes the profile data from

the camera picture and outputs it as calibrated x/z

measurement coordinates. In addition the dimensional

properties of the adhesive bead or groove are computed by

the controller and transferred to the output.
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High speed real time measurement

Synchronous measurement through

synchronous shutter

Flexible measurement field

64 points/profile: 4,000 profiles/s

128 points/profile: 2,000 profiles/s

256 points/profile: 1,000 profiles/s

512 points/profile: 500 profiles/s

1,024 points/profile: 250 profiles/s

Due to the high measuring rate of up to 256,000

measurement points/s, a significant increase in cycle time is

achieved in real time quality inspection or online process

guidance. Depending on the resolution and size of the

measurement range, a profile frequency of up to 4,000

profiles/s can be attained.

Instead of the conventional "rolling shutters" (reading out line

by line), scanCONTROL has an innovative CMOS array with

an instant high speed electronic shutter, which grabs the

entire profile and reads out immediately.

Depending on the application, with scanCONTROL either

the data processing rate or the pixel resolution (x or z axis)

can be further increased through the variable measurement

field. Each second a maximum of 256,000 points are

processed:

Profile frequency of

Profile frequency of

Profile frequency of

Profile frequency of

Profile frequency of

Apart from the processing rate and the number of

measurement points to be read out, the height and width of

the measurement field can be adjusted: e.g. 512 points over

a narrow measurement strip (e.g. edge detection) or 256

points over a wide strip for high speed applications (e.g.

inspection of glue beading).

Bead Groove

Measuring principle

z-axis

x-axis

CMOS-array
light source

receiver

target

The CMOS array active field (where measurements will be taken) can

be programmed according to 96 predefined possibilities, eg. using

only a portion of the array increases data aquisition speed, selecting

the central area increases accuracy.

Flexible measuring field (examples)



Applications
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Welding bead control

Edge detection

Height profile

Web width

Step & height measurement

Glue bead profile visualisation

Typical applications

Welding bead / welding seam

Gap / joining contact

Groove width / groove depth

scanCONTROL 2810 was specially developed for

measurements on beads (buldges, bumps) or

grooves (indentations, gaps). It operates in a

stationary mode - e.g. a fixed installed sensor unit

looking at moving parts - and in the scanning mode -

e.g. in conjunction with a motion control device or a

robot. The application examples given here are just

some of numerous possible applications.

Surface control
Planarity
Lead-Position

Welding seam inspection

Glue bead inspection

Profile monitoring

Groove width / depth

Robot guidance

Positioning

Door edges

Gap and flush

Angle measurement
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Sequence of profile computation
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In the following application example, the measurement on an

adhesive bead and the possible calculated dimensions are

shown.

In order to detect the area of interest within the changes of its

position in the X and Z direction an anchor point is specified

for the profile. This anchor point serves also as an absolute

reference feature to provide the orientation on the target.

Therefore the scanning line does not need to be accurately

guided in order to follow the bead or groove. This feature

allows an easy inspection especially for parts with various

radii or very uneven base material.

The selection of the anchor point can therefore be adapted to

the task in hand. With the scanCONTROL 2810 the following

points can be defined as anchor points:

The first/last point can be the leading or trailing edge of the

surface. This means, for example, that the relative distance of

the adhesive bead to the edge of the disk is obtained as the

measurement.

This is recommended when the adhesive bead itself always

represents the highest point. This is usually the case on flat

areas.

When the glue bead at the edge of a groove and/or its

position is of interest.

Automatic tracking by an anchor point

First/last point of the profile

Highest point

Lowest point

is

Reference lines for profile computation

Possible types of reference lines

After defining the anchor point, one or two lines are now

specified within the profile section which serve as a reference

basis for the measurement. These sections can be

dynamically defined on various levels. This offers

advantages particularly when the quality of the surface on

one or both sides of the adhesive bead changes along the

adhesive beading.

- One line (left or right)

- Two lines

- Two lines at an angle to one another

- Two lines of one step

possible anchor points

reference area



Evaluation and signal output

Along with other information, the following measurement results can be output over the three digital and two analog outputs.
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Graphical user interface

The parameterization software facilitates flexible adjustment to various test criteria and target conditions, which are then saved

in the controller. These settings are made via the FireWire interface using a notebook or PC. The easy to use parameterization

allows a quick adjustment of new test criteria.

parameterization

Only for
parameterization machine

control

Analog 1: Width
Analog 2: Height
Switching output 1: Glue

bead present

Profile and glue bead information
Visual display/storage

Parameterization via Notebook/PC

Possible configurations

Parameterization and signal processing via PC

Control signal for exceeding

of high or low limitsHeight, width and area

X and Z values of various prominent

points or computed values

H a

W

c �x

�z

A

Top-hat rail industrial PC
with preinstalled software
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Categories, scope of supply and accessories
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Items included:

Accessories:

Options:

- Sensor, controller and sensor cable

- C++ library for linking into user applications

- Operating software under Windows 2000 / Windows XP

for the configuration and control of measurement tasks

- Connecting cable for IEEE 1394

- Sensor log

- Sensor extension cable 3 m or 8 m

- Connection cable for analog output

- Top-hat rail industrial PC (see description on the right)

- High speed version with 4 kHz

- 50 mW laser power

- Various cable lengths and cable types

- Trigger and synchronization options

Top-hat rail industrial PC for the parameterization,

visualization and storage of measurement data:

- Saving and loading parameter settings

- Logging (selected) measurements and the status of the

digital outputs

- Control of the system via serial interface (RS232) or

Ethernet (UDP, TCP/IP) including evaluation of the

measurement process, logging of the evaluated

measurement process

- Starting and stopping a continuous measurement

- Single measurement

- Selection / switchover of parameter settings

Overview of measurement categories

Top-hat rail industrial PC with preinstalled

operating and display software

Designation Description Remarks

General

Anchor Point X/Z [mm] Anchor point coordinates x, z separately

Computation Time Computation time In µs

Error Code Error code

Reference Lines

Number of Points Number of valid measurement points in the basic range Left/right separately

Angle Angle of the reference lines Left/right, A: 0.01°

Offset [mm] Offset of the reference lines Left/right separately

Sigma [mm] Standard deviation of the measurement points for reference line Left/right separately

Profile

Number of Points No. of profile points on the bead / groove

Height [mm] Height of the bead / groove

Width [mm] Width of the bead / groove

Area [mm²] Area of the bead / groove

Left Point X/Z [mm] Left end of the bead / groove x, z separately

Maximum Point X/Z [mm] Highest/lowest point of the bead / groove x, z separately

Right Point X/Z [mm] Right end of the bead / groove x, z separately
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Technical data

LASER RADIATION

CLASS II LASER

P 15 mW; E 70 W/m ; =655 nm� �
2

DO NOT STARE INTO BEAM

�

The laser unit of scanCONTROL 2810

655 nm ( ) and 15 mW optical output (class 2M).

uses a semiconductor laser with a

wavelengh of visible/red

The sensor is classified as laser class 2M. A warning sign is attached to

the sensor housing.

Model

Standard ranges, extended range data (±5%) in brackets

Measuring range z-axis 25 (55) mm 0.98 (2.17) " 100 (245) mm 3.94 (9.65) "

Resolution z-axis
1 0.04%

SMR 13 (23) mm 0.51 (0.91) " 30 (50) mm 1.18 (1.97) "

EMR 18 (41) mm 0.70 (1.61) " 50 (140) mm 1.97 (5.51) "

Resolution x-axis

Profile frequency

Measuring rate

Light source

Laser class (EN 60825-1)

Laser off

Permissible ambient light (fluorescent light)

Protection class

Operating temperature

Storage temperature

Vibration (IEC 68-2-6)

Shock (IEC 68-2-29)

sensor

controller

Sensor connecting cable

Dimensions controller LxWxH

Output analog

Profile parameter on page 6
3

Output/Input digital

Synchron-connector, input
4

Synchron-connector, output
4

Video signal (test and set up mode)

Supply

All specifications apply for a diffusely reflecting matt metallic target SMR = Start of measuring range EMR = End of measuring range

Marginal position tolerance of the measuring-field is possible (sensor depending)
1

for standard measuring ranges
2

1024 points/profile only in extended range possible (up to 128,000 points/s, option up to 256,000 points/s)
3

only for preprogrammed data (e.g. width, heigth, area)
4

preprogrammed, other function possible

remote input and key switch

scanCONTROL 2810-25 scanCONTROL 2810-100

10 µm 40 µm

laser diode 655 nm,15 mW (option: 50 mW)

class 2M (option: 3B)

Interface (measurement data and control commands)

Weight (without cable)

± 10 V (16 Bit, up to 150 kHz)

sensor IP 64 controller IP 40

0...50 °C (32 ... 122 °F)

3x IEEE 1394 („FireWire“), 400 MBit/s,

DCAM 1.30 standard

278 x 187 x 107 mm

1x RS232 (115,200 Baud)

1x RS422 (115,200 Baud)

350 g

10.000 lx

3.5 kg

-20...70 °C (-4 ... 158 °F)

standard 2 m

400 g

EN 61000-6-3 (emitted interference)

Measuring range x-axis

256 / 512 / 1,024
2
, option: 64 / 128 points/profile

up to 1,000 profiles/s (option: up to 4,000 profiles/s)

up to 256,000 measurement points/s

Sync-In, Remote Laser ON/OFF, Mode

24 VDC ±15 %; 0.5 A

1 VSS (BAS-signal, 8-bit-grey)

Sync-Out, Error, User Mode (2x)

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
EN 61000-6-2 (immunity to interference)

2 g / 20 ... 500 Hz

15 g / 6 ms
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D. Screen shot ICONNECT 
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E. Matlab code gauge block 
% ScanControlProfilePassbit  

% function: Write figure 

% First part: Data selected for evaluation 

% Input: Matrix A(:,1) the mean value of all points >0.5, the 

surfase of the gauge block (passbit). A(:,2) the stdev value of 

all points >0.5 of the surface 

% Passbit is the measured size of the gauge block 

%  

% Output: figure 

% 2008-05-19 Inger Eriksson 

%  

% First part 

% --------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

A=([0.9383    0.0859 

    0.9626    0.0955 

    1.0156    0.1084 

    0.9102    0.1286 

    0.9167    0.1387 

    0.9410    0.1160 

    1.1291    0.1321 

    1.1199    0.1339 

    1.1404    0.1015 

    1.1572    0.0849 

    1.5064    0.1100 

    1.5182    0.1624 

    2.1864    0.1214 

    4.0261    0.1073 

    3.9307    0.0967 

    8.9178    0.0351 

    9.9757    0.0749]); 

  

passbit=[1 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.02 1.1 1.1 1.15 1.15 1.5 1.5 2 4 

4 9 10]; 

% #8 was probably #9 (2008-05-19) 

  

mean=A(:,1); 

stdev=A(:,2); 

figure; hold on 

subplot(211);plot(passbit', mean,'-

.ko','MarkerFaceColor','g'),xlim([0 10.2]);ylim([0 10.2]);%,a = 

axis;axis([a(1) a(2) -.5 10]) 

legend('mean of all y-values from gauge block');xlabel('size gauge 

block [mm]'); ylabel('measured size [mm]');grid on 

  

hold on;subplot(212);plot(passbit',stdev,'-

.ro','MarkerFaceColor','b');xlim([0 10.2]);ylim([0 .3]); 

legend('standard deviation of all y-values from gauge block 

[mm]');xlabel('size gauge block [mm]');  

ylabel('std [mm]') 

  

% % % ------------------------------------------------------------ 

% % % Second part 

% % % function: Get data from Excel file. Find mean and standard 

deviation 

% % % for all points  
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% % % Input: Open Excel file, read values 

% % % Selects y-values >0.5 to find surface of gauge block 

% % %  

% % % Output; Matrix A, save values from all selected Excel files 

% % % ------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

% % % close all, clear all, format compact 

% % A=[]; 

% % svar = 1;  

% % while svar ~= 0       % Asks to open files until svar=0  

% %    for i=1:2  

% %         

% %     addr='F:\passbitar\'; 

% %     sheet=input('Write the filename on the excel file [ No 

file extension!! ] :','s');  

% %     filform=('.xls'); 

% %     filename=[addr sheet filform]; 

% %  

% %     num = xlsread(filename, sheet); 

% %     passbit=input('write the passbit size: ') 

% %      X=num(:,1); 

% %      Y=num(:,2); 

% %      num1=[]; 

% %     %  Xnew = X - X(1); %start values from zero 

% %      Ynew = Y - Y(1); 

% %     Xnew = X - X(end); %start values from zero 

% %         for n=1:size(num(:,1)) 

% %             if ((Xnew(n) >= 25) && (Xnew(n) <=45 ))% crop data 

length 

% %             num1=[num1; Xnew(n), Ynew(n)]; 

% %             end 

% %         end 

% % yh=[]; 

% % for i=1:length(num1) 

% %     if num1(i,2) > 0.5; 

% %        yh=[yh;num1(i,1), num1(i,2)]; 

% %     end 

% % end 

% %  

% % [mean,stdev] = stat(yh(:,2)) 

% % A=[A; mean, stdev] 

% %  

% %     end  

% %  

% %    svar = input('Get more data? (1=JA, 0=NEJ)? ');  

% % end  

% % shg 

% % A 
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F. Gauge block data  

 

Table 7 Mean and standard deviation data from Matlab 

Gauge block [mm] mean std 

1,00 0,9383 0,0859 

1,01 0,9626 0,0955 

1,01 1,0156 0,1084 

1,02 0,9102 0,1286 

1,02 0,9167 0,1387 

1,02 0,941 0,116 

1,10 1,1291 0,1321 

1,10 1,1199 0,1339 

1,15 1,1404 0,1015 

1,15 1,1572 0,0849 

1,50 1,5064 0,11 

1,50 1,5182 0,1624 

2,00 2,1864 0,1214 

4,00 4,0261 0,1073 

4,00 3,9307 0,0967 

9,00 8,9178 0,0351 

10,00 9,9757 0,0749 

 

 

Figure 15 Image from ICONNECT demo software of the 1,01 [mm] gauge block 
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G. Calculation of the Kt-value 

The Formulas is taken from the report; Automating the searching for measurement data in 

3D-image of weld joint [2]. 
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Coefficients: 

 a0 = +9.295E-1; 

 a1 = +7.016E-2; 

 a2 = -9.582E-4; 

 a3 = +5.080E-6; 

 a4 = -6.458E-9; 

 b0 = -1.020E-3; 

 b1 = -1.052E-2; 

 b2 = +6.882E-5; 

 b3 = +4.701E-7; 

 b4 = -4.750E-9; 
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H. Additional Matlab codes 

Note; IEGuide is the name of the file with the graphical interface, not showed here 

Function FindWeldStartY 

function [origo_indexY] = FindWeldStartY(points, threshold, useslope, 

maxslope) 

% FINDORIGO Used to find origo in aligned weld data 

% 

% Usage: [origo_index] = FindOrigo(points, threshold, useslope, 

maxslope) 

% 

% Input: 

%        points - All points from one weld cross section 

%        threshold - How far from the line a point is before it is 

%        considered to be part of the weld 

%        useslope - Determines whether or not to use an extra 

algorithm to 

%        look for the slope of the curve to determine where the weld 

starts 

%        maxslope - If useslope > 0, this has to be given. It 

determines 

%        the maximum slope of the curve, taking four points at a time, 

%        where the weld starts 

%  

% Called by: IEGuide 

% created 2005-02-22 Torgrim Brochmann 

% changed 2008-05-06 Inger Eriksson 

  

    if (nargin == 1) 

        warning('Threshold not assigned any value. Default value 0.2 

given'); 

        threshold = 0.2; 

    end 

    if (nargin < 3) 

        slope = 0 

    end 

    if (nargin == 3 && useslope > 0) 

        error('No maxslope given when useslope argument used'); 

        return; 

    end 

         

origo_indexY = 0; 

  

  

ymin = 1000; 

    % Loop through all points.  

    for i=length(points):-1:1 

%        

        if (abs(points(1,i)) < threshold) 

            if (points(2,i) < ymin) 

                ymin = points(2,i); 

                origo_indexY = i; 

            end 

        else 

            origo_indexY = i; 
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            break 

        end 

         

    end 

  

  

     

  

    slope = 0; 

     

    % Now start at this point, and find the slope of the curve in 

direction 

    % against the weld 

    n_origo_index = 10;     % default TB = 4 

    if useslope > 0 

        while (abs(slope) < maxslope) 

            p1 = points(1,origo_indexY:origo_indexY+n_origo_index); 

            p2 = points(2,origo_indexY:origo_indexY+n_origo_index); 

            [C, dist] = fitline([p1;p2]); 

            slope = -C(1)/C(2); 

            origo_indexY = origo_indexY + 1; 

        end 

     

 

Function FindDefects 

function 

[nmin,nmax,nxmin,nxmax,y_dev,x_dev,spat_nr]=FindDefects(points,x,t

hreshold) 

% 

% 

% Inputs:  

% x: all x-coordinates to the right of theoretical x-leg; x(end) = 

% leg(theor) 

%  

% Find points and deviation from X-axis 

%  

% % xleg_index = max(find(abs(points(1,:))>x(end)));% index for 

all points to theoretical weld start 

% called by IEGuide 

% MATLAB Version:   7.5.0.342 (R2007b) 

% 2008-05-20 Inger Eriksson 

 

xleg_index = find(abs(points(1,:))>x(end), 1, 'last' ); 

x_plate = points(:,1:xleg_index); % x-y-value for all points in 

index 

y_dev = find(abs(x_plate(2,:)) > threshold) ;   % all values 

outside threshold 

 

% find the first point in the last part of the deviation index in 

% y - vector 

 

spat_m=find(diff(y_dev)>1); 

spat_nr=length(spat_m); 

 

if  isempty(spat_m) % the value can not be zero 
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            spat_m = [spat_m 1];  

end 

 

y_dev=y_dev(:,1:spat_m(end)+1); 

 

yx=points(:,y_dev); 

[ymin,nmin]=min(yx(2,:)); %gives the max value and the possision 

in the y-vektor 

[ymax,nmax]=max(yx(2,:)); 

yNmin=yx(:,nmin) ;  % gives the lowest point 

yNmax=yx(:,nmax) ;  % gives the higest point 

 

 

% Find points and deviation from Y-axis 

yleg_index=find(abs(points(2,:))>x(end)); 

y_plate = points(:,yleg_index:end); % x-y-value for all points in 

index 

x_dev = find(abs(y_plate(1,:)) > threshold) ;   % all values 

outside threshold 

 

x_dev=yleg_index(1)-1+x_dev; 

xx=y_plate(1,:); 

xmin=xx(end); 

for im = 2: length(yleg_index) ; 

    if abs(xx(im))>= threshold 

        if abs(xx(im))>= xmin; 

            xmin = xx(im); 

        end 

    end 

end 

xmin; 

[xmin,nxmin]=min(xx); %gives the max value and the possision in 

the x-vektor 

[xmax,nxmax]=max(xx); 

nxmin=nxmin+yleg_index(1) -1;  % gives the lowest point 

nxmax=nxmax+yleg_index(1) -1;  % gives the higest point 

 

nx_dev=x_dev(end); 

 

Function DataOutputExcel 

function [a,xleg,yleg,Ax,Ay,maxleg] = 

DataOutputExcel(x,y,throat,origo_index,origo_indexY,moveorigo,poin

ts,threshold,y_dev) 

% function write to Excel file 

% Called by: STGuide 

% Calculating output data to Excel to IEGuide and on screen 

%  

 

% Inputs:  

% x: all x-coordinates to the right of theoretical x-leg; x(end) = 

% leg(theor) 

% y: ??  

% throat: the length of the throat (in mm?) 

% origo_index: first point deviating from plane in x 

% origo_indexY: same for y 

% moveorigo: if user wants to move origo_index 
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% points: all x-y-values  

% threshold: tolerance, max deviation from x-y- plane 

%  
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%----------------------------------------------------- 

xleg=(points(1,y_dev(end))); 

yleg=(points(2,origo_indexY+moveorigo)); 

a=x(end); % Theoretic leg length 

 

 

%  If there is undercut it belongs to the leg 

Ax=xleg - a; 

Ay=yleg - a; %  

maxleg=num2str(2+0.2*a+a );  

if Ax <= (2+0.2*a) % formula from Volvo welding standard STD181-

0001 

    ('OK! Leg deviation X OK'); 

else 

    ('NOT ok! Too big X leg'); 

end 

if Ay <= (2+0.2*a) 

    ('OK! Leg deviation Y OK'); 

else 

    ('NOT ok! Too big Y leg'); 

end 

%from here is the output to Excel 

Data={num2str(throat,3),num2str(a,3),num2str(xleg,3),... 

    num2str(yleg,3),num2str(Ax,3),num2str(Ay,3),maxleg}; 

% Creates Excel file 

antal=1 ; 

filnamn=('Scan.xls'); % name of the new file 

filform=('.xls');% file format of the data input file, in this 

case .xls 

for T=1:antal 

    numb=(T); 

    section=[num2str(numb) filform]; 

    row_header(1:1,T)={section}; 

 

end 

 

output_matrix=[row_header]; %Join cell arrays 

offs=(2); % increas to move the data in excel 

A2=['A' num2str(offs)]; 

xlswrite(filnamn,output_matrix,'Sheet1',A2) % Writes the names of 

the image in column A 

 

% Column header in row 1 

col_header={'','Throat','Theoretic leg length','Real leg x',... 

    'Real leg y','Leg deviation X','Leg deviation Y','Max leg 

length'}; 

% offs=offs-1; 

A1=['A' num2str(offs-1)]; 

xlswrite(filnamn,col_header, 'sheet1',A1) 

 

% Wright to Excel file 

 

B1=['B' num2str(offs)]; 

xlswrite(filnamn, Data,'sheet1', B1) 


